
 

 

Everyone is welcome with their 
children to the open preschool  
Open preschool is a meeting place for adults with children between the ages of 0-6 where trained 
pedagogues work. Before your child starts preschool, you as a custodial parent can visit the open 

preschool with your child.  

Here children can play and meet other children. You as custodial parent can meet and come in 
contact with other adults, get advice and support and participate in activities. You can talk about 

parenting and the child's development with the pedagogues, as they are bound by professional 

secrecy.  

We also have groups where we can bring in interpreters in other languages. You can learn all about 
how society functions and what there is in the area where you live.  

 

This is how open preschool works  
Open preschool is free of charge and there is no need to register. You can come and go whenever 

you want during the time that the open preschool is open, and you decide when and how often you 
want to participate.   

 

Examples of what open preschool can offer:  

• Song, music and rhymes which stimulate children's development and language.  

• Facilities which will stimulate children's development, for example through role-playing 

games, creating in a studio and building with bricks.  

• All open preschools are outdoors one day a week. We can then, for example, bake over a 
fire, paint, have a singing session and arrange a motion path for the children.  

• There is coffee to purchase. At many open preschools, you can also your own lunch to 

warm up and eat.  
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The municipality's open preschools  

There are a number of open preschools in Uppsala. Six open preschools are run by the 
municipality, and on each open preschool's website you will find information when they it is open. 

Disponentvillan open preschool  

Web page: www.disponentvillanoppenforskola.uppsala.se 

Phone number: 018-727 54 31 

Kristallen open preschool in Gottsunda 

Web page: www.gottsundaoppenforskola.uppsala.se 

Phone number: 018-727 60 13 and 018-727 63 43 

Liljefors open preschool   

Web page: www.liljeforstorgoppenforskola.uppsala.se 

Phone number: 018-727 76 17 

Stenhagen open preschool   

Web page: www.stenhagenoppenforskola.uppsala.se 

Phone number: 018-727 81 49 

Sävja open preschool   

Web page: www.savjaoppenforskola.uppsala.se 

Phone number: 018-727 75 51 

Heidenstam open preschool  

Web page: www.heidenstamsoppenforskola.uppsala.se 

Phone number: 018-727 76 07 
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